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Description
The information in the abstract is translated from the archaeological report:
Due to planned construction of a double track railway and flyovers between Motala and Norrsten, a
new location for an existing rich fen and a new walk and cycle path, a 900 m2 big area was excavated
in Södra Freberga. A field evaluation north of the railway track was performed in 1999, revealing
agricultural layers and a microblade. This led to the excavation of area 1 (RAÄ 93), where agricultural
layers were documented, and to a field evaluation of area 2, where it was verified that the planned
development was not going to affect the archaeological remains. A third area south of the railway
track was also evaluated. Here a Stone Age settlement was discovered.

Purpose:

The information in the purpose is translated from the archaeological report:
The purpose of the excavation was to document and determine the character of the agricultural
layers within area 1 (RAÄ 93) before removing them. The purpose of the field evaluations was to
determine the extent, type and dating of the ancient monuments within area 2, located nearby the
remnants RAÄ 40:2 and 40:3, and within the area of remnant RAÄ 93.

The ZIP file consist of GIS files and an Access database with information about the excavations,
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findings and other metadata about the archaeological survey.
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Language
Swedish

Time period(s) investigated
Stone Age
Historic time

Data format / data structure
Geospatial

Type of archaeological remains
Settlement, Cultivation remains

Data collection 1
Mode of collection: Field observation
Time period(s) for data collection: 2004-08 – 2004-09
Data collector: Swedish National Heritage Board, UV Öst

Geographic spread
Geographic location: Sweden, Motala Municipality, Västra Stenby Parish
Geographic description: Östergötland, Västra Stenby

Lowest geographic unit
Parish

Identifiers
Intrasisprojekt: AO200440
Länsstyrelsens dnr för projektet: 431-5751-04
Producents dnr för projektet: 422-1553-2004
ProjektID: p504003

Research area
History (CESSDA Topic Classification)

History and archaeology (Standard för svensk indelning av forskningsämnen 2011)

Archaeology (Standard för svensk indelning av forskningsämnen 2011)

Keywords
Stone age, Historical period
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Accessibility level
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Data are freely accessible
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